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Association for the advancement 
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Atla ntic in five days, how to 
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Atmosphere, the 179 
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Aurora borealis 91 
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Cream, shaving 140 
Croup, cure for 193 
Chrystals, sulphurous acid 146 
Cultivator, Rodger'S , eng. 340 
Curiosity, natural 10 
Curve, :::;chiele1s anti· friction, 2 

engs. 2 89. 292 
Custards without eggs 225 
Cutlery, to glaze 8 
Cutter, straw 4 
Cutter, Bertholf's straw, eng. 52 
Cutter, Hovey's straw 124 
Cutter, Macomber's straw, 2 

eng", 396 
Cylinder, bursting of the Bra
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Daguerreotype 192 
Daguerreotype, oil painting 20 
Daguerreotype cases 324 
Daguerreotype improvement 2 76 
Damascus blades, manufacture 

of the 137 
Dam at Hadley Falls 58 
Damp , fire 381 
Dead Sea, the 283 
Deaf ness, remedy for] 85 
Depurating machinery, B room-
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Detector, alarm and thief 180 
Diaruond, wonderful 368 
Diamonds 370 
D'amonds, artificial 325 
Diamond., manufacture of 3021 
Diamonds, value of 363 
Diet 354 
Diet, vegetable 2 85 
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Discovery, poetry of n 
Discovery, simplicity of 13 
Discoveries, Layan!'s 283 
DisheH, washing 164 
Distributor, Morse's air, eng. 26 8 
Docks. foundation of 188 
Dog hites2 
Down of the Eider duck 138 
Dragon bloot! plant, the 364 
Drawing pe ncil 190 
Drawing made easy, eng. 5 
Dreslling machine, Wilson's 
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Drill, Ide's grain, 3 enge, 372 
Dropsy, cure for 338 
Drowning,to treat caSes DC 12 
Dryel:, grain 244 
Dryer, Snead's grain , 2  engl. 
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Dyeing 180 
Dyeing blue, yellow and 
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Eggs, clarification of 89 
Eggs in China, hatching 338 
Electric batteries 54 
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